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A Soul Singer Records ‘Soul of Cash’
By Janice Malone

FERGUSON, MO — Hailed by Rolling
Stone magazine as a “vibrant soul singer”
who “bridges a racial and generational divide,” Brian Owens continues to live up to
that praise with his new album, SOUL OF
CASH. The project features Brian performing songs made famous by country music
icon Johnny Cash. The album was released
earlier this month globally, with Owens
performing a listening party concert here in
Nashville last week at the The Back Corner
venue, followed by a Q&A with the audience.
So, what does a young African American soul singer from Ferguson, Missouri
have in common with a country music legend? Plenty. In the eyes, ears and voice of
Owens, it’s all about the music. “The Johnny
Cash catalog is full of really great music. It’s
just good stuff,” says Owens from his home
in Ferguson, MO. “I think what we ended
up with on the Soul of Cash project was a
well-rounded representation of the different
types of music that exist in Johnny Cash’s
catalog, whether it be more soul-singer/
songwriter based, or country based,” says
Brian. “I just really connected with him on
multiple levels, like knowing he had a good
friendship with Ray Charles, who I am also
really into, especially Ray Charles’ country music stuff. And then just discovering
more about the journey of Johnny Cash’s
life, So, it wasn’t just his music, it was his
life, his faith, his views and the way he used
music to express his views, and his imperfections, because we all have them on a very
human level.”
When it came to song selections, Owens
consulted with others who were involved on
the album with him. As a result, SOUL OF
CASH includes the songs: “Folsom Prison
Blues,” “Walk The Line,” “Sunday Morning Coming Down” and other Cash classics,
as well as one original tune, “Soul In My
Country,” composed and recorded by Owens and country music recording star Rissi
Palmer, and featuring sacred steel guitar
master Robert Randolph.
The Cash classic ‘Cry, Cry, Cry’ is the
second single release from the album. Owens says that he especially loves the song’s

arrangement. “The lyrics are the genius.
This tune almost didn’t make the record but
I’m so glad I came to my senses! This for
sure is one of Mr. Cash’s greatest tunes.”
Brian says that he’s never met ‘The Man
in Black’ or any of his family members. But
Mr. Cash’s son, John Carter Cash. actually
posted on Facebook about Owens’ latest
album and the single. “He said that, ‘I did
some pretty cool takes on his dad’s music
and to check it out. That was cool of him
to post that,” says Owens. Brian remembers
seeing Johnny Cash for the first time when
he was 11-years-old, on the old TV series
‘Columbo.’ Cash was portraying a televangelist singing ‘I Saw the Light.’ Years later
in his mid-20s, he rediscovered legendary
singer/actor in the movie Walk The Line.
Perhaps, the even more cool aspect of
the Soul of Cash project was the recording
process. Parts of the album was recorded
in Nashville and also in St. Louis. In fact,
a portion was done in a house that Hank
Williams once lived in, as Brian shares:
“The songs ‘Walk the Line’ and ‘The Man
in Black’ were recorded in that house. It
wasn’t a big house though. But the structure was really cool because everything
was in close proximity, so it gave a lot of
‘bleed’ in the sound quality because nothing
was soundproof. So, literally, you just have
doors and walls. The rhythm section was all
over the room. Amps were out on the back
porch. All of the lead vocals were done in
this bedroom. We had bass, drums, guitar,
all in the living room, and then there’s like
a side room where the recording unit was.
And then off that room, just off to the kitchen, we had the background vocals, So, the
whole recording experience was just a very
cool vibe to experience. I loved the entire
sound.”
Brian Owens first attracted worldwide
attention as lead singer with the U.S. Air
Force band Sidewinder, whose videos drew
more than 2.5 million hits on YouTube
and led to appearances on Entertainment
Tonight, FOX & Friends, and The Ellen
DeGeneres Show, at the White House, the
World Series, and other major outlets. As
founder and CEO of LIFE (Leadership,
Innovation, Faith, and Excellence) Arts,
Owens helps young people develop their

leadership potential. As manager of the In
Unison program and in tandem with the St.
Louis Symphony Orchestra, he helps connect young people with the city’s artistic
institutions.
Brian will soon be back in the studio to
record a new project with some of his students called ‘The Score,’ which features
soul and hip-hop style music.
As Soul of Cash continues to saturate
markets throughout the world, the ultimate
question will be—what will the ride or die
Johnny Cash fans think about Brian’s Soul
of Cash?
“I don’t know. I really hope they like it,”

says Owens. “Keeping in mind that the name
of the record is Soul of Cash, and these are
my interpretations of Johnny Cash’s music.
I think regardless of how people feel about
it, I feel comfortable knowing that we did
not in any way defame the original music.
I did everything in the original key. For the
most part, we just used different aesthetics
and changed up the groove a little. Whether
or not you agree with the treatment or whatever, I think that it’s good music.”
For more or the latest news and information, including announcements of upcoming live shows, visit BrianOwensSoul.com

Music, Food and Fun at
The Listening Room Cafe´

Chris Blair, owner of The Listening Room Café

By Janice Malone

NASHVILLE, TN — Last weekend
was a time of eating, drinking and being merry at the all-day celebration of the
Grand Opening of The Listening Room
Café. The restaurant recently changed
its location to 618 4th Avenue South, after previously leaving its Second Ave address after five years. But all of the moving has actually been very good because
the restaurant has expanded its brand due
to overwhelming popularity with customers. To help meet the demand for the
larger crowds, The Listening Room Café
is utilizing Toast (https://pos.toasttab.
com/) a restaurant technology company
that’s helping restaurants of all sizes ditch
their old cash registers and terminals. This
mobile, cloud-based technology utilizes
handheld tablets to help restaurants of
any size manage long lines and multiple
tables. It even updates their menus, adds
order modifications, and split checks multiple ways.
Music City has not only become the
“it place” for re-location but these new
“transplants” are also bringing their ro-

bust appetites. The Listening Room Café
is known for its delectable cuisine, in addition to being a haven for local musicians
and songwriters to come perform each
week.
Owner/founder Chris Blair opened
the eatery originally in Franklin, TN in
2006, only three years after he moved to
town from St. Louis, MO. His vision was
to launch a venue where fine food was
served, while area artists could perform
their music before an appreciative crowd.
Like so many talented people here,
Chris also moved to Nashville to pursue
a career in music. He’s a musician who
sings and plays several instruments. He
says: “Music is really my passion but I
also grew up cooking with my grandpa
and working in the restaurant business
because my dad owned four restaurants
back in St. Louis. One of my first jobs was
working in the family restaurant. So, food
has always been important to me too.”
Nashville has always had a plethora
of talented musicians, singers and songwriters. Nashville’s restaurant scene is
now hotter than ever. Within recent years
See Blair, 2B

COME EARLY FOR THE
LADIES NIGHT PARTY
Live DJ & One Winner
Gets a Front Row Upgrade!

OCTOBER 29

LADIES NIGHT AT 6 PM | CONCERT AT 7:30 PM

615.687.6400
NashvilleSymphony.org
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Blackson is Coming
to Nashville Zanies

NASHVILLE, TN — Michael
Blackson is coming to Nashville’s Zanie’s from October 27-29, http://www.
nashville.zanies.com/
Michael’s been called one of the most
original stand-up comics in the country,
and his performances leave audiences
laughing in tears. Please check out his
hilarious Facebook video posts of his
Hurricane Harvey Challenges for the
people in Houston. The videos were
funny but proved to be effective, as people donated thousands of dollars.
Michael Blackson, aka, ‘The African
King of Comedy’ has been entertaining audiences all across the country and
around the globe for more than a decade.
Inspired by the stand-up comedy of Eddie Murphy, Blackson began to develop
his comedic talent in 1992 in the unkind

Jefferson Street
Sounds Releases
New Song
The
Jefferson
Street
Sound (JSS) Releases new
Song. JSS has released a new
song just in time for the 2017
football season.
The new single “Football
Ain’t No Woman” (But It Sho’
Can Take Yo’ Man) is by Nashville songwriters Lorenzo Washington and Thomas Cain. The
new music was recorded on
Historic Jefferson Street in the
JSS recording studio. “Football
Ain’t No Woman” and is available for download on www.
jeffersonstreetsound.com in the
JSS Store.

comedy clubs of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Blackson’s comedic appeal grew
from his involvement with BET’s ComicView series, HBO’s Def Comedy Jam,
Showtime at Harlem, and Live in Hollywood. However, it was in a Los Angeles comedy club where Blackson got his
big break. Blackson was performing at
the Comedy Store where actor/director
Ice Cube was in attendance to see comedian Mike Epps perform. But after
experiencing Blackson’s performance,
Ice Cube invited the young comic for a
reading…and the rest is smash hit history! Blackson’s outstanding and unforgettable performance in the smash hit
comedy, ‘Next Friday’ drew praise and
a fan following like no other.

Brooks Named 2018 Miss
National Black College Alumni

NASHVILLE, TN —
Crystal Brooks, the reigning
Miss Fisk University, was
crowned as the 2018 Miss
NBCA by The National
Black College Alumni Hall
of Fame on Saturday, September 30 before a sold-out
crowd at the Hyatt Regency
in Atlanta, GA. Held annually, the Miss NBCA pageant
showcases campus queens
from historically black colleges and universities (HBCU’s). As part of the competition, the queens are judged
in five categories and the
winner receives an academic
scholarship and various gifts
and prizes. Miss NBCA
serves as a national repre-

sentative and advocates on
behalf of HBCUs.
An Oakland, CA native and member of the historic Fisk Jubilee Singers®,
Brooks was named Miss
Fisk University in spring
2017. Brooks’ win on Saturday marked the first time in
15 years that a reigning Miss
Fisk was crowned as Miss
NBCA; the last winner being Darcie Chism Finch, in
2002.
For more information
about the NBCA or the Competition of Queens, please
visit (https://www.nbcahof.
com/index.php/nbca-hall-offame-weekend/competitionof-queens)
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Crystal Brooks, Miss Fisk University

Blair, Continued from page 1B
Music City is quickly becoming known as “Foodie City.”
So, what makes The Listening
Room Café standout from the
rest of the pack? “There’s definitely a lot of great restaurants
in town that don’t have music
and but then, there are good
restaurants that do have great
food but don’t have good music,” Chris recently shared with
the Tribune. “What we’ve tried
to do is marry the two. I wanted
to have a place that had the best
sounding music venue in town
and pare that with a great chef
that would highlight the arts
on the stage as well as on the
plate.”
All of the meats at The Listening Room Café are smoked
in-house. Owner Chris is very
hands-on when it comes to
their BBQ. In fact, he’s created his own personal specialty

dry rubs for meat, which are
for sale to the public. One of
the restaurant’s standout meat
entrees with customers is their
Pork Steak. Chris explains how
it’s done: “We take the ‘Boston Butt’ cut of meat and slice
it about 3 quarters to an inch
thick, with the bone still in.
It’s then seasoned down with
my own dry rub, then smoked
for about 8 – 10 hours. When it
comes out, it looks like a steak.
The meat is so tender until you
don’t really need to cut it with
a knife.”
We’re now getting into the
holiday season, so catering is
also available. For more information about The Listening
Room Café and it’s menu, music show times and more, visit:
https://www.listeningroomcafe.com/

Halloween fun for the whole family! Rides, shows, corn mazes,
and much more! Visit HolidayWorld.com/Halloween for details.
FOR SPOOKTACULAR SAVINGS, GO ONLINE.
Visit HolidayWorld.com/Save and use promo code DISCOUNT836
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Community Calendar
To be included in our events
calendar please email info to

tennesseetribunenews@aol.com
October 21
The Annual Haunted Museum Festival at State Museum. From 10 am- 2
pm, free event with lots of surprises! The
event features a “ghost trail” through the
museum with prizes, crafts, and refreshments. Children will receive prizes as they
follow along the ghost trail. Those attending the Haunted Museum event are invited
to wear costumes and enjoy complimentary refreshments. LOCATION: Tennessee
State Museum 505 Deaderick St., Nashville, http://www.tnmuseum.org/haunted_
museum_2017 October 16:  Capriotti’s, a
sandwich concept famous for its 40-year
tradition of slow-roasting whole turkeys
in house, is continuing its nationwide expansion in Nashville. While the location is
officially open to the public, to celebrate
Capriotti’s first Music City location, they
will be hosting an official grand opening
on November 10 in which the first 1,000
customers in line will receive a free refill
upon every visit to Capriotti’s within its
first year of operation!  https://www.capriottis.com/
Fall Fiesta at Vol State. Everyone is
invited to celebrate Hispanic culture as
Volunteer State Community College holds
the 11th annual Fall Fiesta at Vol State.
The free event features food, music and
fun. TIME: 10am to 3pm.LOCATION:
Volunteer State Community College 1480 Nashville Pike Gallatin, TN 37066.
Contact: (615) 230-3570.
2nd Annual Centennial Craft Fest.
The Parthenon and Centennial Park e
Conservancy for the presents a special

event in Centennial Park on Saturday, October 21 from 10 AM - 5 PM. We invite
you to join us for this free fall celebration
featuring a variety of local food, drinks,
music, and handmade goods. The Centennial Craft Fest will take place in the Musicians Corner & Cockrill Spring sections
of Centennial Park, on the corner of West
End and 27th Avenue.
October 26 - 27
The Frist Center is proud to partner
with Fisk University Galleries and Special Collections on “America Responds: A
Collaborative Tour, The engaging guided
tours include visits to both the Frist Center
and Fisk University Galleries to explore
three exhibitions of works by artists influenced and affected by the war. Contact:
(615) 744-3355 or visit: http://fristcenter.org/calendar/detail/world-war-i-andamerican-art
November 2
Huggins Releases New Album.
Nashville jazz pianist, composer, arranger,
Bryard Huggins releases his fifth album
titled “Fifth Street.” Pre-orders for the
album will start October 19 through November 2nd. Mr. Byard and his band will
also be in concert on December 2 from 5
-8pm at the Noah Liff Opera Center, 622
Redmon Street, Nashville. The concert is
invitation only but the public can RSVP
by visiting www.bryardhuggins.com
December 7
Christmas Extravaganza and Fundraising Luncheon. The Jefferson Street
United Merchants Partnership (J.U,M.P)
will have its 21st Annual Christmas Extravaganza and Fundraising Luncheon at
Meharry Medical College’s Cal Turner
Family Center, from 12 noon to 1:30 pm.

Marshall
Film Review

by Kam Williams

Courtroom Drama Recounts High-Profile Case
Argued by Thurgood Marshall Proxy.
Prior to becoming
America’s first AfricanAmerican Supreme Court
Justice, Thurgood Marshall
(Chadwick Boseman) enjoyed a legendary legal
career as a civil rights lawyer. While serving as chief
counsel for the NAACP,
he argued before the U.S.
Supreme Court 32 times,
most notably, the landmark
Brown v. Board of Education case ending segregation in public schools.
This makes one question director Reggie Hudlin’s (House Party) thinking
in having his biopic about
the beloved icon revolve
around a criminal trial from
1941, when he was still establishing himself. What’s
even more curious is that
Marshall wasn’t allow to
interrogate witnesses or
even speak in the courtroom by the racist judge
(James Cromwell) presiding over the proceedings,
because he wasn’t a member of the bar in the State of
Connecticut.
So, instead of seeing
Marshall work his magic,
we have to settle for watching him quietly orchestrate
his strategy with help of a
Caucasian colleague (Josh
Gad) who’s rather reluctant
to get involved. That would
be Sam Friedman, a local
yokel afraid of jeopardizing
his flourishing insurance
practice by defending a
black man accused of rap-

ing a white woman.
After all, the case was
splashed across the tabloids, and the accused had
already been convicted in
the court of public opinion.
The basic facts were as follows. On December 11,
1940, a Greenwich socialite named Eleanor Strubing
(Kate Hudson) was either
raped or had consensual sex
four times with her chauffeur, Joseph Spell (Sterling
K. Brown), while her husband (Jeremy Bobb) was
out of town.

Granted,
Chadwick
Boseman, who played
Jackie Robinson in 42 and
James Brown in Get on Up,
delivers another impressive impersonation as Marshall, at least when he’s not
muzzled. But it’s hard to
get very enthusiastic when
the passionate protagonist
is rendered mute at critical
moments while a wimpy
proxy whose heart isn’t into
it does all the talking.
Thurgood at 32, but

Because
she
was
wealthy, white and wellconnected, the police and
the prosecutors believed
her story, and promptly arrested the employee. But
because her account of
what transpired had some
Swiss cheese-size holes in
it, the NAACP decided to
assign the case to its only
attorney, the peripatetic
Thurgood Marshall.

once removed, as channeled by a nerdy mercenary.
Good (2 stars), Rated
PG-13 for sexuality, profanity, ethnic slurs, violence and mature themes,
Running time: 118 minutes, Production Studio:
Starlight Media / Chestnut
Ridge Productions, Distributor: Open Road Films
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Free tickets are available at The Tenneessee Tribune Building for
Promotional Screening while they last for Tuesday, October 24th at
7:30 pm at Regal Opry Mills 20 IMAX and RPX located at
570 Opry Mills Dr., Nashville.

‘Same Family, Different Colors’
“one hundred different
genes that influence skin
pigmentation” and history
is rife with tales of mixedrace relationships (coerced
and otherwise), all of
which explain variations in
skin tone and hair between
siblings.
Modern parents generally work to make sure
that doesn’t matter within
the family, but Tharps interviewed many Black and
Latino adults who grew up
with what Alice Walker
called “colorism,” defined
as “prejudicial or preferential treatment of samerace people based solely
on their color.” It affects
how children are parented
and how they’re taught in
schools; for many adults
who grew up with colorism, it can be devastating.

identity – still, there are
“limits to the ‘choose your
by Terri Schlichenmeyer
own identity’ game and not
everyone gets to play.”
Cocoa, “paper-bag,”
latte,
coffee-colored,
they’re all brown – except
when they’re not. Parents say it doesn’t matter
– except when it does. In
“Same Family, Different
You debated awhile beColors,” the issue is simple
fore you checked the box.
– except when it isn’t.
The choices were few:
Author Lori L. Tharps
Black, white, Latino,
does an admirable job disAsian, pick one, tick the
secting issues of prejudice
box, but that’s not the end
within Asian, Latino, and
of the story. Within that
Black communities, but
little square lies a lot more
take this as a warning:
about who you are and
there’s a lot of throat-clearwho you feel you are, and
ing here and it takes awhile
in “Same Family, Different
to get to the meat of this
Colors” by Lori L. Tharps,
book. Once there, you’ll
you’ll see that perceptions
be rewarded by stories of
– yours and that of others pain, careful parenting, hismatter plenty.
tory and science, and of evLori Tharps’ youngeryday people who
est daughter is very
seem determined
light-skinned.
to change prejudiThat fact begins
cial perceptions but
her story because it
it may already be
was recently pointcommon-sense to
ed out by another
child in an innocent
you, especially if
game – much to
you’ve lived it. Still,
that child’s father’s
though there’s a
embarrassment. He
sunshine-and-flowneedn’t have been
ers ending here, the
abashed, though:
overall tone of the
Tharps is African
book offers a good
American, her husbit of hope.
band’s family is
Readers
who
from Spain, and
sigh over incessant
their children’s skin
racial
questions
tone varies. No big
about themselves or
deal.
their children may
The
outside
find much food for
world seems conthought here. AnyBy
Lori
L.
Tharps,
c.2017,
Beacon
Press,
$18,
cerned about things
216 pages
one else wanting to
like that, however.
The
good
news
on
the
know
what
to do (or not to
Tharps (and other parents
horizon
is
that
“this
generado)
in
issues
of race, color,
whose kids don’t “match”)
are often asked about ra- tion of millennials” doesn’t and appearance will see
cial and cultural identities seem to like “rules” about that “Same Family, Difof their children, and that skin tones. Says Tharps, ferent Colors,” now out in
can be tiring. The bottom they enjoy a “level of paperback, will check a lot
line is that there are over choice” when claiming an of boxes.

Book Review

Coming Next Week

A look at some of the hopefuls auditioning at the American
Idol Nashville tryouts. And a chat with entrepreneur Gigi Butler
about her mega-successful GiGi’s Cupcakes and her upcoming
new book.

